Who is in the room: Cindy ● Steve ● Lisa ● Roderick ● Colin ● Beverly ● Yessenia ● Kate ● Christina ● Tori

Introductions

Subcommittee Reports:

Bias Response - no report yet (waiting on main campus policy)

Faculty - meeting tomorrow evening and will have a report after that. Reaching out to professors that utilized racial bias training in class (gathering feedback).

Advanced Racial Justice Training - 12:30-3:30 time slot (least intrusive time). Jeff Robinson’s Who We Are Project. SBA will have reception after to kick off diversity week. Cindy will meet with diversity rep on Monday. Diversity week will include a panel on #metoo. Diversity panel as well with student organizations. Changing format of diversity week. Will look into accommodating evening students. (Side note: try to record more events)

Affinity groups - three groups (white, mixed race, POC), and likely have leaders lined up. Looked into funding, but decided to keep it in-house and use the funding on food rather than a host. $500 budget. Keep it informal.

Mission statement - Beverly and Lindsey worked on it. General agreement with it.

Virtual home for SJLC - list of accomplishments to go up. Cindy is compiling it and will circulate it for editing. Not going to use ConnectSU. Will add a list of members. Should be live soon. Maybe add minutes from meetings. List upcoming events that we have created or collaborated on (this will also be on ConnectSU).

Other projects/goals/new business-
- descriptions for subcommittees to bring in newer students.
- Kate discussed her suggestions for the website to be a resource for underrepresented students